ABOUT THE AUTHOR: BRUCE SMITH

Bruce Smith is a wildlife biologist who holds a PhD in
Zoology. During his career with the federal government,
he studied and managed most large mammal species
that roam the western United States.
He's authored five nonfiction books of natural history,
conservation, and outdoor adventure.
He spent three years studying mountain goats in
Montana's Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness Area - and
many days afield with binoculars and camera since which provided an enduring affection for the subject of
Life on the Rocks: A Portrait of the Mountain Goat, winner of the National Outdoor Book
Award.
Legend Keepers: The Chosen One, received a Feathered Quill Silver Medal Award in
two categories!

Bruce and his wife, Diana, live in southwest Montana not far from mountain goats.

Learn more about Bruce Smith at www.brucesmithwildlife.com
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Q&A WITH AUTHOR, BRUCE SMITH

What makes your book different from others in the same genre?
I'm unaware of any children's novels written about a mountain goat.
It's also different because the story, while written to entertain, is woven
with a subtext about climate change as a means to educate and engage
readers through animals whose lives are now being affected by their rapidly
changing environment.

Fan readers of which authors/books do you think would enjoy this
title and why?
The Last Bear by Hannah Gold, A Wolf Called Wander by Rosanne Parry, Pax
by Sara Pennypacker, The One and Only Ivan by Katherine Applegate, the
Brave/ands series by Erin Hunter, Guardians of Ga'Hoole series by Kathryn
Lasky

What inspired you to write this book?
The idea for Legend Keepers leapt from the pages of my nonfiction book
about mountain goats, Life on the Rocks. I was dismayed that few children
attended my book events. In an Ah ha! Moment, I conceived a novel for
young readers about the lives of mountain goats, and other animals of the
alpine zone, that few people see or know about. These species suffer from
conservation neglect and need an ardent following, children included.
Perhaps especially children.

How did you develop the main character, Buddy?
Just as the main human characters in middle-grade novels are children, I
wanted my story's protagonist to be a juvenile. However, like most animals,
mountain goats mature fast. An eleven- or twelve-year old is an "old
goat" and unlikely to live much longer. Because mountain goat kids are so
dependent upon their mothers the first year of life, I chose to make Buddy
an orphan. She loses her mother when very young - tragic but not
improbable for a species that spends its life on mountainsides. Without a
mother, her story of hope, courage, and triumph becomes possible.

What led you to leap into the world of fiction?
Legend Keepers: The Chosen One is my first effort to create a children's novel
with an environmental subtext. I remain hopeful about the future
of humans, our planet, and Earth's biological diversity because of the
aspirations and activism I see in children. I want to nourish that and kindle
the passion of my readers.

What three words describe you?
Purposeful, patriotic, and
passionate

Where did you grow up?
North Muskegon, Michigan, near
a lake, a marsh, and awoods

If you could compare yourself
with any animal, which would it
be and why?
Iwould be a mountain goat
(as you must have guessed!). I
admire the places they roam and
the patient and resoluteway in
which they live their lives. If a
bird, I'dwant to be an American
kestrel. Why? Justwatch one for
awhile!

What topics, NOT related to
your book, do you feel qualified
to discuss when promoting your
book?
Wildlife andwildland
conservation, climate change

What book is currently on your
bedside table?
Learning to be Wild by Carl Safina,
Willodeen by Katherine Applegate

